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Supplemental Materials 1: Sample fabrication

The microwave resonators were fabricated by optical
lithography of a 150 nm-thick Nb film, sputtered on an
oxydized Si (3 mm×10 mm) chip. To fit the ∼ 20 mm
total length of CPW segments, these are designed with
equidistant windings. Electromagnetic simulations of the
CPW geometry with the finite-element analysis software
Sonnet show that these windings do not impact at all the
λ/4 resonances.

The Al/AlOx/Al SQUID was fabricated using
standard electron-beam lithography and double-angle
evaporation techniques, yielding junctions of about
200 nm×200 nm. This small area ensures a small ge-
ometric capacitance of the SQUID CS ' 10 fF, which
cannot shunt the ' 10 kΩ impedance of the environment
at the frequency of the detected signals (5 GHz and 7
GHz). A room-temperature measurement of the SQUID
resistance yields an estimated RN ' 15 kΩ and EJ '
40 µeV. Note that the value of EJ can be calibrated in
situ. After fabrication, the sample was glued (with resist)
to a printed circuit board and wire-bonded to its 50 Ω
transmission lines.

Supplemental Materials 2: Numerical computation
of the correlation functions

Using the setup of Fig. SM1 (same as Fig. 1), we record
chunks of demodulated microwave voltages of length 2048
at a sampling rate of 1.25 GSample/s (τacq ' 1.64 µs
acquisition time) and compute their numerical Hilbert
transforms. This yields four complex envelope observ-
ables named here a1(t), b1(t), b2(t), a2(t), which are re-

lated to the fields operators âout(t) and b̂out(t) by

a1(t) =
√
Ga1

[âout(t− t1) + ĥ†a1
(t)],

b1(t) =
√
Gb1

[b̂out(t− t2) + ĥ†b1
(t)],

b2(t) =
√
Gb2

[b̂out(t− t3) + ĥ†b2
(t)],

a2(t) =
√
Ga2

[âout(t− t4) + ĥ†a2
(t)],

where the Gi are conversion factors between the field am-
plitudes and the voltage detected by the acquisition card.
The ĥ†i (t) operators model all the noise terms added by
the different signal processing steps along channel i. All
delays between the channels are included in the time dif-
ferences t− ti, which we compensate for numerically.

The main contribution to the noise operators arises
from the cryogenic HEMT amplifiers. In a given fre-
quency band, noise operators from two different ampli-
fiers commute: [ĥa1

, ĥ†a2
] = [ĥb1

, ĥ†b2
] = 0. Noise oper-

ators from two different frequency bands always com-
mute, even if they originate from the same amplifier:
[ĥa1 , ĥ

†
b1

] = [ĥa2 , ĥ
†
b2

] = 0. Due to the finite isolation
' −33 dB between the lines, parasitic correlations be-
tween the four channels are present and have to be sub-
tracted.

After compensation of the relative time delays, the cor-
relation functions that appear in the entanglement wit-
ness are computed from cross-correlations of the signals
in the different frequency bands:

〈
â†â(0)b̂†b̂(τ)

〉
∝ 〈a∗1a2(0)b∗1b2(τ)〉ON/OFF −{

〈a∗1a2〉ON/OFF 〈b∗1b2〉OFF

+ 〈b∗1b2〉ON/OFF 〈a∗1a2〉OFF

+ 〈a∗1(0)b2(τ)〉ON/OFF 〈a∗2(0)b1(τ)〉OFF

+ 〈a∗2(0)b1(τ)〉ON/OFF 〈a∗1(0)b2(τ)〉OFF

}
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FIG. SM 1. Schematic representation of the experi-
ment: (a) Optical micrograph of the circuit on its silicon
chip (see text). The green arrow indicates the position of
the SQUID. (b) Scanning electron micrograph of the SQUID
used as a tunable Josephson element. (c) Schematic electri-
cal circuit connecting the chip at 15 mK (green SQUID and
red and blue LC resonators) to room temperature (see text).
(d) Schematic room-temperature setup for heterodyning and
digitizing the outgoing fields. The red and blue filters are
are ∼ 700 MHz wide and centered around νa and νb, respec-
tively. The microwave signals are then down-converted, am-
plified and low-pass filtered with a 600 MHz cut-off frequency
and then digitized, as shown by the magenta and cyan sym-
bols.

and 〈
â†b̂†(0)âb̂(τ)

〉
∝ 〈a∗1b∗1(0)b2a2(τ)〉ON/OFF −{

〈a∗1(0)a2(τ)〉ON/OFF 〈b∗1(0)b2(τ)〉OFF

+ 〈b∗1(0)b2(τ)〉ON/OFF 〈a∗1(0)a2(τ)〉OFF

+ 〈a∗1(0)b2(τ)〉ON/OFF 〈b∗1(0)a2(τ)〉OFF

+ 〈b∗1(0)a2(τ)〉ON/OFF 〈a∗1(0)b2(τ)〉OFF

}
,

where the terms in curly brackets arise from the parasitic

contribution of the amplifiers noise. Here, we use the no-
tation 〈...〉ON/OFF to indicate the difference between the

ON (finite voltage) and OFF (zero voltage) value of the
quantity inside the braket. After suitable normalization
by 〈a∗1a2〉ON/OFF 〈b∗1b2〉ON/OFF, these expressions yield

the experimental g
(2)
ab (τ) and g

(2)
φ (τ) of Fig. 4(a).

Supplemental Materials 3: Power spectral densities

Not only does our theoretical approach reproduce the

time evolution of the g
(2)
φ and g

(2)
ab correlators, but it also

accounts for the precise shape of the two-photon spectral
densities (PSD). In Fig. SM2 we present the full set of
PSDs for all occupation number n presented in the main
text. In Fig. SM3(a) we present those on a logarithmic
scale where the lowest number of photons (n = 0.1) (resp.
highest n = 1.5) corresponds to the lowest (resp. high-
est) curve. On this same figure, we also represent the real
part of the impedance of each resonator (thick dashed
lines) as well as the transfer functions (fa1 , fa2 , fb1 , fb2)
measured and normalized to 1 for the four measurement
lines between points A or B and the digitizer outputs
in Fig. SM1. For the sake of drastic reduction of the
simulation time (see Sec. 5 below), a single effective fil-
ter (black lines in Fig. SM3a,b) is built by symmetrizing
around each resonator central frequency and averaging
these four transfer functions.

In order to fit the PSD we generalize the model in [1–
3] by adding a finite detuning δ: we obtain a PSD in
photons per unit time and unit frequency

〈ξ†outξout(ν)〉 =

∣∣∣∣∣∣ 2β(
1− 4iπ

ν−νξ
κξ

)(
1− 4iπ

ν−νξ−δ
κξ̄

)
− β2

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

,

(1)
where κξ is the leak rate of mode ξ ∈ {a, b}, νξ its res-
onance frequency, νJ is the Josephson frequency, δ the
bias detuning, and β the reduced pumping strength de-
fined in the main text. All these parameters except β are
known from independent measurements and calibrations.
We thus fit Eq.1 using β as fitting parameter and obtain
a quantitative agreement between theory and experiment
for all occupation numbers n, as shown in Fig. SM3(c).
We also determine β independently by measuring the
emitted power in the regime of AC Josephson effect, as
explained in [4]: the emitted power is in this case

P =
2e2E∗2J

~2
ReZ(ν = 2eV/h), (2)

and the knowledge of ReZ(ν = 2eV/h) allows us to ex-
tract E∗J and β. As shown by Fig. 3(e) of the main text,
these two values of β are in quantitative agreement.
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Fig SM1: 1 column 8.6 cm scale: x 2

Figure SM1: Emitted light spectra and fit. a) Log scale plot of the in‐situ measured real part of
the impedance seen by the Josephson element (dashed lines), microwave equivalent
transmission profiles measured for the four channels a1, b1, a2, and b2 of fig. 2.c and used in
the simulation (black line), and emitted power spectral densities (PSD, thick lines) at
2eV=ha+hb and Josephson energies corresponding to average photon numbers n=0.10,
0.19, 0.39, 0.69, 1.02 and 1.49 (bottom to top). b) Same as a) but with a linear scale and
n=0.69 only. c) Measured (solid lines) spectral densities and fit (dotted lines) to the model
(see text).

(a)

(b)
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FIG. SM 2. Emitted PSD and fits. (a) Log scale plot of
the in situ measured real part of the impedance seen by the
Josephson element (short-dashed lines - right scale), measured
transfer functions (fa1 , fa2 , fb1 , fb2) of the four channels
(a1, a2, b1, b2), filtering function f (black line) used in the
simulations, and measured PSDs (solid lines - left scale) at
2eV = hνa + hνb and Josephson energies corresponding to
average photon numbers n = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.7, 1.0 and 1.5
(bottom to top). (b) Same as (a) but with a linear scale and
n = 0.7 only. (c) Measured (solid lines) spectral densities and
fits (dotted black lines) by the model (see text).

Supplemental Materials 4: Extracting the value of∣∣∣〈âoutb̂out〉∣∣∣2
As explained in the main text, the evaluation of the

logarithmic negativity can be done from the g
(2)
φ curves.

In Fig. SM3 we detail the procedure used to extract

the asymptotic value of g
(2)
φ (t) by getting rid of the de-

phasing contribution. We perform a fit of the complex

g
(2)
φ (τ) outside of the central window containing the short

time evolution of the correlator. By dividing the ab-
solute value of the correlator by the Gaussian envelope
obtained from this fit we can check that the correlators
converges to a stationary value that we can then iden-

tify to
∣∣∣〈âoutb̂out〉∣∣∣2 and inject into the expression of the

logarithmic negativity.
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Figure SM2: Example of determination of the asymptotic value 𝑔𝑝ℎ𝑖
(2)

(t → ∞) at n=0.69. The

voltage noise contribution is fitted and removed from 𝑔𝑝ℎ𝑖
(2)

(t). The fit, performed on the

complex g(2)
phi (symbols, top and middle panels) outside a central window delimited by the

two vertical dotted lines, gives 𝑔𝑝ℎ𝑖
(2)

(t → ∞) (magenta dot at t=0 in bottom panel) and the

Gaussian contribution (black solid line). To check the validity of this determination the
absolute value of the measured g(2)

phi(t) is divided by the fitted Gaussian contribution. The
resulting curve displays flat lateral sections whose average (magenta) differ from the fitted

𝑔𝑝ℎ𝑖
(2)

(t → ∞) by less than 2 %. By varying the wdth of the central window, different 𝑔𝑝ℎ𝑖
(2)

(t →

∞) values and goodness of fit are obtained. Th e error bar on 𝑔𝑝ℎ𝑖
(2)

(t → ∞) is chosen to

correspond to a drop of goodness of fit of x%.

FIG. SM 3. Example of determination of the asymp-

totic value g
(2)
φ (t → ∞) at n = 0.7. The voltage noise

contribution is fitted and removed from g
(2)
φ (t). The fit, per-

formed on the complex g
(2)
φ (symbols, top and middle panels)

outside a central window delimited by the two vertical dotted

lines, gives g
(2)
φ (t→∞) (magenta dot at t=0 in bottom panel)

and the Gaussian contribution (black solid line). To check
the validity of this determination the absolute value of the

measured g
(2)
φ (t) is divided by the fitted Gaussian contribu-

tion (black). The resulting curve displays flat lateral sections

whose average (magenta) differ from the fitted g
(2)
φ (t → ∞)

by less than 2%.

Supplemental Materials 5: Numerical simulations

The dynamics of the density operator ρ of the res-
onator fields can be described by the Lindblad-type quan-
tum master equation [5, 6]

dρ

dt
= − i

~
[HRWA, ρ] +

κa
2

(
2âρâ† − n̂aρ− ρn̂a

)
+
κb
2

(
2b̂ρb̂† − n̂bρ− ρn̂b

)
,

which takes into account the leakage of photons out of
the resonators into the electromagnetic environment af-
ter a mean lifetime 1/κa,b in the zero-temperature limit.
Making use of the quantum regression method [7, 8],
this quantum master equation allows direct access to
all resonator-field correlation functions with correctly
time/anti-time-ordered products of resonator-field oper-
ators.

With the help of input-output theory [9, 10], any
outgoing-field correlation function with arbitrarily or-
dered products of outgoing-field operators can be ex-
pressed in terms of such resonator-field operator objects.
More precisely, input-output theory establishes a relation
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between ingoing-field, outgoing-field, and resonator-field
operators:

â
(†)
in (t) + â

(†)
out(t) =

√
γaâ

(†)(t)

and

b̂
(†)
in (t) + b̂

(†)
out(t) =

√
γbb̂

(†)(t).

Assuming that the ingoing-field state is a vacuum state,
i.e., ρstin = |0〉〈0|, and using the general commutation rela-
tion [O(t), Oin(t′)] =

√
γa(b)Θ(t − t′) [O(t), O(t′)], where

O denotes an arbitrary operator acting on the resonator
field a(b) and Oin represents the corresponding ingoing-
field operator [9, 10], we can show that all outgoing-
field correlation functions can be expressed in terms of
resonator-field operators only.

The measured correlation functions between outgo-
ing fields, however, do not immediately correspond to
outgoing-field operators. The operators describing the
measurement process act at the end of the microwave out-
put chain and are therefore subject to additional filter-
ing. In our theoretical analysis, this has the consequence
that any end-of-chain outgoing-field operator acting at a
certain time is linked to outgoing-field operators acting
at all preceding times via a convolution with the filter-
response function in the time domain. The effect of fil-
tering on four-point outgoing-field correlation functions,

such as g
(2)
φ,out(τ) or g

(2)
ab,out(τ), can be modeled exactly

using the following four-point filtering approach [11, 12]:

ḡ
(2)
φ,out(τ) =

∫∫∫∫
dta1

dta2
dtb1

dtb2
fa1

(ta1
)fa2

(ta2
)fb1

(tb1
)fb2

(tb2
)g

(2)
φ,out(ta2

+τ, tb2
+τ, ta1

, tb1
)

=

∫∫∫∫
dta1

dta2
dtb1

dtb2
fa1

(ta1
)fa2

(ta2
)fb1

(tb1
)fb2

(tb2
)
〈â†out(ta2 +τ)b̂†out(tb2 +τ)âout(ta1)b̂out(tb1)〉st

〈â†outâout〉st〈b̂
†
outb̂out〉st

,

ḡ
(2)
ab,out(τ) =

∫∫∫∫
dta1

dta2
dtb1

dtb2
fa1

(ta1
)fa2

(ta2
)fb1

(tb1
)fb2

(tb2
)g

(2)
ab,out(tb2

, ta2
+τ, ta1

+τ, tb1
)

=

∫∫∫∫
dta1dta2dtb1dtb2fa1(ta1)fa2(ta2)fb1(tb1)fb2(tb2)

〈b̂†out(tb2
)â†out(ta2

+τ)âout(ta1
+τ)b̂out(tb1

)〉st
〈â†outâout〉st〈b̂

†
outb̂out〉st

.

Here, four integrations have to be carried out, namely
one for each of the four outgoing-field operators. As
explained above, the outgoing-field correlation functions
in the integrands can readily be expressed in terms of
resonator-field correlation functions. Note, however, that
these resonator-field correlation functions have different
operator orderings depending on the time of evaluation,

i.e., depending on the values of τ , ta1
, ta2

, tb1
, and tb2

.

In our situation, this numerically highly expensive
four-point approach can be well approximated by a much
simpler two-point approach, in which only two integra-
tions have to be carried out, namely one for each of the
two outgoing fields:

ḡ
(2)
φ,out(τ) ≈

∫∫
dtadtbf(ta)f(tb)g

(2)
φ,out(ta+τ, tb+τ, ta, tb)

=

∫∫
dtadtbf(ta)f(tb)

〈â†out(ta+τ)b̂†out(tb+τ)âout(ta)b̂out(tb)〉st
〈â†outâout〉st〈b̂

†
outb̂out〉st

,

ḡ
(2)
ab,out(τ) ≈

∫∫
dtadtbf(ta)f(tb)g

(2)
ab,out(tb, ta+τ, ta+τ, tb)

=

∫∫
dtadtbf(ta)f(tb)

〈b̂†out(tb)â†out(ta+τ)âout(ta+τ)b̂out(tb)〉st
〈â†outâout〉st〈b̂

†
outb̂out〉st

,

where f(t) = [fa1(t) + fa2(t) + fb1(t) + fb2(t)]/4 rep-
resents an effective filtering function. The correlation

function ḡ
(2)
φ,out(τ) obtained by evaluating the integral ex-
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pression must additionally be multiplied by the factor
exp
[
−2(πστ)2

]
to include the effect of the low-frequency

voltage fluctuations in form of purely static noise with
Gaussian distribution and standard deviation σ (cf. main
text). This is not required in the case of the correlation

functions ḡ
(2)
ab,out(τ) and ḡ

(2)
ba,out(τ).

The challenge in the numerical calculation of the cor-
relation functions that correspond to the measured ones
lies in the costly evaluation of the corresponding integral
expressions. Therefore, if filtering effects need to be con-
sidered, the numerical analysis is limited to the regime
of small and moderate mean photon occupation numbers
in both of the two cavities, 〈â†â〉st = 〈b̂†b̂〉st . 2, to
keep the total runtime of the simulations within a rea-
sonable range. In the case that filtering effects can be
neglected and calculations thus only require the solution
of the quantum master equation without the subsequent
solving of convolution integrals, it is numerically possible
to enter the regime of states far from equilibrium.

Supplemental Materials 6: Entanglement entropy
flux estimated from the two-mode squeezing

Hamiltonian

The diffusion of the squeezing angle prevents us from
measuring directly the entanglement entropy of a pair
of entangled oputgoing modes at frequencies (ν, ν′ =
2eV/h− ν). However, this squeezing angle is stable over
about a microsecond, which allows us to estimate an in-
stantaneous flux of entanglement entropy. We rely for
this on the simple two-mode squeezing model Hamilto-
nian (5), which was shown to yield emission properties
[see Fig. 3(d,e)] and log-negativity of the resonators (see
Fig. 4) in fair agreement with the measurements. Be-
sides, simulations with Hamiltonians (4) and (5) yields
the same log-negativity EN within a few percent and
show that the emitted light displays Gaussian statistics
to a good approximation up to 1.5 photons. For pure
two-mode squeezed outgoing modes (ν, ν′), i.e. in ab-
sence of thermal contributions in the input and output
fields, the spectral density of log-negativity [13] can be
related to the power spectral density emitted at ν:

EN(ν) = 2log2

[√
〈ξ†outξout(ν)〉+

√
〈ξ†outξout(ν)〉+ 1

]
.

(3)
Integrating Eq. (3) using the measured PSD(ν) of figs.
(3-c) and (3), over the -3 dB bandwidth ∆ν of PSD(ν)
(see Fig. 3-d), we obtain an entanglement flux ΓN at the
resonator outputs that displays a maximum of 115 Me-
bit/s at n ' 0.7. For symmetric Gaussian beams, quan-
tum information physicists often report instead of ΓN the
flux ΓF of the entropy of formation [14]:

EF =
(1 + x)2

4x
log2

[
(1 + x)2

4x

]
− (1− x)2

4x
log2

[
(1− x)2

4x

]
(4)

with x = 2−EN which gives here ΓF = 103 Me-bit/s. It
is interesting to note that this roughly estimated value
is high compared to measured values obtained with ac-
driven Josephson parametric amplifiers and converters
[15–17].
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